
Hashtag United 1 Tilbury 0 

A wet and blustery afternoon in Pitsea witnessed Tilbury take on former tenants Hashtag United.  

Traffic issues with a multi car accident on the A13 meant some last minute changes to the dockers 

starting line up including the return of Harry Girling in goal. 

It didn’t take long for Tilbury to have their first test of Hashtag keeper Anthony Page, A deflected 

header from a Suaibo Balde shot forced Page to tip over bar for a Tilbury corner to come to nothing. 

Harry Girling looked to be back to good form a Hashtag attack forcing a good low save to Girlings 

right followed by a real domination of his area to foil any real Hashtag chances. 

Tilbury had some good spells of play for long periods during the first half forcing a few free kicks in 

Tilbury’s favour. Notably a Chris Millar effort on 30 mins forced another tip over from page and a Lee 

Noble effort beating page but not the crossbar on 38 mins.  

A good Tilbury first half finished with Sam Jeremiah forcing yet another save from the Busy Anthony 

page.  

The second half however lacked the passion and drive from the Tilbury players that was shown in 

the 1st half.  No real notably events until a solo effort from the edge of the box by Joni Vukaj on 56 

broke the deadlock and made the game advantage Hashtag.  

Tilbury attempted a fight back but with a lacking team cohesion the chance of an equaliser was slim.  

On 65 Sam Jeremiah struck over from 20 yrds followed on 83 by the best chance of the game, a 

Nobel corner fell to Remi Nelson who managed to put his shot high and wide from 4 yrds out. 

Another disappointing afternoon for the dockers failing to pick up any points and the relegation 

threat a very real possibility.  Following the conclusion of the game Keith Rowland and Glen Robson 

left the club by mutual consent.  


